Abstract—Machine Learning is recently becoming a universal problem solving tool. However, implementing machine learning (ML) into applications is difficult, time intense, and requires expert knowledge. We encapsulate machine learning as a data-oriented microservice that can simply be used to mash up applications with machine learning capabilities. To illustrate the approach we identify three machine learning algorithms that are relevant for the Internet of Things (IoT): Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNN), Deep Believe Networks (DBN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). We analyze those algorithms’ characteristic properties and model them as configurations for dynamically linkable REST ML service modules. Our approach strictly separates the algorithm implementation from its configuration. It allows a simple extension with diverse ML algorithms. Following a service oriented design, we implement the training of our neural networks as a separate module. We evaluate how the performance of our solution compares to directly programming our neural networks as a separate module. We evaluate the implementation of ML-based data analytics significantly by enabling reuse and sharing of executables and configurations. It enables rapid prototyping and an explorative use of ML.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Google’s neural network “dreams” made a broader audience aware of the capabilities of Machine Learning (ML) and its subset Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in 2015[1]. Since then, ML emerged as commonly applied data analytics technique in many science fields and industry domains.

A major problem with applying ML today is usability. Getting the necessary background, and understanding the tools are time consuming and complex. Both require expert knowledge from service developers. Major companies recognized this problem and offer easy-to-use Application Programming Interfaces (API) for specific problems such as text recognition, face recognition, etc. (Sec. [II]). However, such APIs have two significant drawbacks:

• <C.1> They are tailored for specific applications and cannot easily be extended.

This limits the creativity of developers by channeling their workflows to the libraries predefined ones.
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• <C.2> They are typically cloud-based.

This is problematic for other architectures such as edge-computing, which is likely to be found in many Internet of Things (IoT) installations in the future, and for mobile computing where Apps may require working offline without connectivity to a cloud. When providing ML outside the cloud, a big advantage besides lower latency and connectivity requirements, and higher bandwidth is data privacy. Cloud based approaches require uploading data to cloud providers, which may conflict with privacy requirements.

In addition to cloud based offers, commercial vendors and open source projects offer ML libraries that facilitate a fully-local implementation of ML (see Sec. [II]). However, these APIs also have two significant drawbacks:

• <C.3> They are often complex to use since they are heterogeneous, and they <C.3a> lack intuitive, explorative workflows that would ease their use especially for inexperienced developers.

• <C.4> They are not built for a executable and configuration reuse and sharing between multiple applications.

While enabling to save and exchange configurations, the service oriented features reuse and sharing are not enough covered by the state of the art. Sharing implementations and exchanging configurations of ANNs can significantly leverage the cross-vendor integration of ML into different applications. It can also save computing resources on a computing node.

This paper introduces ML as a microservice that is standalone, locally runnable and simply reconfigurable. We address the four identified challenges: we show how <C.1> generic ML libraries can be encapsulated as REST services with <C.3a> a unified interface that can run <C.2> without cloud back-end. We show how our customization by-configuration-only approach allows an <C.3b> explorative configuration parameter refinement, resulting in good results even for inexperienced ML novices. We discuss how our solution <C.4> enables sharing configurations and binaries among multiple applications.

Coming from the IoT, we exemplify our approach at ML algorithms that we identified as most suitable for our domain: Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNN), Deep Believe Networks (DBN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Though exemplifying our concept at those algorithms, our implementation and our methodology can easily be adapted for other ML algorithms.

In contrast to many existing libraries that are function-call centric our approach is data-centric. At practical examples we
show how this additionally facilitates the use of our approach.

In Sec. IV we present libraries that facilitate the use of ML. We also discuss the APIs offered by major cloud providers. In Sec. III we identify and briefly introduce our IoT example ANNs: FFNN, DBN, and RNN. We identify common, and algorithm-specific characteristic configuration parameters.

Sec. IV introduces our encapsulation of ML as a REST service with a strict separation between algorithm and configuration. For the configuration we use the identified parameters from Sec. III. We present how learning can be implemented as a separate service. In the evaluation (Sec. V) we compare the performance of directly using the TensorFlow library to our encapsulation approach for both, the learning phase and the running phase. The increased usability for developers is assessed by implementing a standard ML benchmarking problem. We also show how our approach enables improving ANN configurations iteratively.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The relevance of facilitating the access to ML algorithms is known. Different initiatives target making ML algorithms more accessible for developers. In the following we present approaches that we consider most relevant.

Three key differences to our work are 1) that none of the state of the art approaches offers a fully encapsulated, REST interface (C.3). Our approach is data-centric while the identified state of the art is function-centric. It requires calling library functions while our service is only configured via parameter tuples and fed data for processing. Our approach facilitates the use and enables flexible mash-ups.

Also 2) none of the approaches allows to exchange configurations and share runtimes with other developers as easy as our solution does (C.4). This again facilitates the use and reduces the setup time and complexity for developers. The shared runtime use saves resources, which is especially relevant in the IoT.

Finally, 3) we designed our solution to run locally at the edge of the Internet. Only some state of the art offers this (C.2). Local processing is especially relevant in the IoT for providing privacy preserving data processing. Many of the related work is cloud-based and therefore violates this goal. Even if privacy is not an issue and a cloud based approach is chosen, we consider applying our concepts beneficial for the usability reasons given before.

Our concept is compatible with the state of the art frameworks. Integrating them is straightforward. It would extend our implementation with many more ML algorithms.

Scikit-Learn [1] is a Python library. Its developers also recognized the need for a simple-to-use ML API. The website is a great resource for getting an understanding of different ML algorithms and their effects on data. This complements our effort to facilitate the use of ML. Integrating the Scikit back-end would extend our pool of algorithms.

Already in 1992 the WEKA [2] project started. It provides a great interface for exploring diverse ML algorithms. An interactive explorer like the one offered by WEKA is complementary to our effort and could be implemented as another service in the future to facilitate the use of ML for inexperienced developers even more.

Apache Mahout [3] provides a set of ML algorithms. The library fits especially well for big data analysis as part of it can run in a Hadoop cluster enabling efficient parallel processing of big amounts of data. Integrating Mahout with our interface would extend our set of offered ML algorithms.

So far WEKA and Mahout seem not to support the ANNs we identified as most relevant for the IoT. However, like our solution both can be extended (C.1).

There are several offers by commercial cloud providers (C.2): Google [5], Amazon [6], Microsoft [7], and to some extent IBM [8] offer APIs for common services such as text or image recognition. Their frameworks offer highly specialized functionality (C.1). Some solutions offer the possibility to share fully configured algorithms with other developers, not delivering our flexibility but fulfilling the goal (C.4).

In addition to the specialized interfaces, most cloud providers also offer low-level interfaces to their ML back-ends. Google offers its TensorFlow framework [9]. We use TensorFlow for our implementation. Microsoft offers the Cognitive Toolkit [10]. Amazon offers installations of the former two plus linear learning algorithms [11].

Typically those general interfaces offer most of the ML functionality of the cloud offers (C.1) but are not bound to the cloud. However, not all vendors offer their technology for offline use (C.2). The implementation of ML using the bare library APIs is more complex than our REST interface (C.3). It requires programming, configuring, and training the ANN. The sharing of configurations is possible but not in the focus of the libraries (C.4).

III. MACHINE LEARNING IN THE WILD

We want to encapsulate ML as a microservice with a REST interface that can be used and customized for diverse applications only by changing structured configuration parameters. This requires decomposing ML into fixed parts that can be reused and dynamic parts that have to be customized for concrete applications.

ML is a broad field with many different algorithms. As we come from the IoT domain, we want to exemplify our concept with ML algorithms that suit IoT use cases. By surveying several IoT scenarios we identified three ML algorithms that are frequently used. The chosen algorithms are Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNN), Deep Belief Networks (DBN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).

FFNNs are the most simple ones of our selection. Their typically use is classifying things such as events. In 2010, [4] used FFNN for automated lighting control.
They are often used for preprocessing data before fitting it into other algorithms. In 2013, [5] used DBN for human behavior prediction. Also in 2014, [6] used DBN with Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) to recognize activities in IoT smart spaces.

RNNs finally enable taking state such as past events into account. They can process sequential events such as human actions. In 2011, [7] used FFNN and RNN to detect human behavior patterns. In 2014, [8] used FFNN and RNN to develop a support system for ambient assisted living.

We have a closer look at FFNN, DBN, and RNN. All three implement deep learning, meaning that their networks consist of many “deep” layers of neurons. We identify their characteristic parameters to factorize them out of the shared microservices we want to offer for each of the three algorithms.

Regarding the configuration of ANNs, hyperparameters and parameters are relevant. Hyperparameters adjust the fundamental layout and behavior of an ANN. Developers define aspects such as the architecture and dimensions of an ANN, or how an ANN is trained. Parameters define the concrete configurations of the neurons within an ANN. They are the result of training a neural network in a so-called learning phase.

For improving the quality of the output of an ANN both, the hyperparameters and the parameters can be adjusted. Visualizations such as those provided in Scikit-Learn [1] and WEKA [2] can help getting a more intuitive understanding of the changes. Our proposed solution makes such changes very easy as it simply consists of changing values of parameters in the configuration data (see listing 1). In Sec. V-D we discuss how our solution can be used to explore an optimal configuration of the hyperparameters of an ANN.

A. Neural Network Foundations

an ANN consists of interlinked neurons. For processing, each neuron receives an input vector . During processing, among other steps, the input vector components are weighted with and a bias is added. The outcome of a neuron is obtained by feeding the result into an activation function .

\[
y = a(z) = \sigma(wx + b)
\]

Different neurons differ in their activation functions. Three frequently used neurons are the Sigmoid Neuron \(a(z) = \sigma(z)\), the Tanh Neuron \(a(z) = \tanh(z)\), and the Rectified Linear Neuron \(a(z) = \max(0,z)\). Each neuron can be characterized by the parameters , , and . The amount of neurons and their connectivity characterize ANNs.

B. Learning Approaches

Learning is used to iteratively configure each neuron of an ANN. The learning phase results in the final parameters of an ANN. By providing the intended outcome of a classification network to the trainer (supervised learning), or by letting it guess it (unsupervised learning), a neural network learns which configuration parameters fit best.

While learning, an ANN iteratively improves the and of the neurons by applying a cost function . is also referred to as loss function (Sec. V). Another relevant parameters for learning is the learning rate . defines how much the adaptation in the current step is considered; in other terms ‘how fast’ the used algorithm learns.

During the learning phase, the trainer goes through the training data set multiple times. Each time is called training epoch. A training epoch typically consists of multiple mini-batches [9]. indicates the size of the mini-batches, which are used to segment the training data for making the processing more efficient.

C. FeedForward Neural Networks

Multi-layer FeedForward Neural Networks (FFNNs) (or Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs)) consist of one input layer that processes the input data, one to multiple hidden layers, and one output layer that creates the output. Information travels only in one direction from the input to the output layer. The neurons are fully-connected, meaning that each neuron in one layer is connected to each neuron in the next layer. When many hidden layers are used, a FFNN is called deep.

D. Deep Belief Networks

Deep Belief Network (DBN) are composed out of simple ANN that are organized in layers. Only the layers are connected. The neurons within layers are not connected. In our pilot we use Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs). Each RBM consists of two layers. The hidden layer of is used as visible (input) layer of . During training all parameters of the RBMs are iteratively trained.

For training the described DBN, the RBMs are trained individually layer by layer.

E. Recurrent Neural Network

FFNNs and DBNs use a fixed set of input nodes. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) can process inputs of arbitrary length. In contrast to the other networks they possess feedback loops. Later input is processed taking previous input into account resulting in context-dependent results.

Today, popular RNNs use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) as hidden units . RNNs are trained similar to FFNNs. However, their statefulness allows specifying additional parameters.

IV. Machine Learning as a Service

We propose machine learning as a . By this we understand providing machine learning algorithms encapsulated in REST μSSs that can be customized by changing predefined, easy-to-use, and service-external, well-structured configurations instead of programming the desired functionalities.

We target enabling a mashup of microservices (μS) for realizing complex scenarios such as the IoT scenarios from Sec. III. To implement the envisioned μ oriented design,
we use the Distributed Smart Space Orchestration System (DS2OS) with its Virtual State Layer (VSL) middleware back-end [10]. The VSL is a self-organizing peer-to-peer system that offers a distributed blackboard.

The VSL facilitates the development of μSs by providing developers with functionality for storing and exchanging μSs configurations as well as discovering other μSs based on semantic attributes and data-centric coupling (late binding) over its blackboard tuple space [11]. Thereby it forms the base for implementing (complex) services as μS mashups in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [10].

The VSL uses key-value tuples with different additional properties for organizing its data nodes in the blackboard. Hierarchical compositions of node structures are globally shared over a store that is also used to distribute μSs such as the μSs we present in this paper [12]. We use this feature to distribute ML configurations globally.

In Fig. 1 all μSs within a DS2OS site –which can be fully local or have parts in the cloud– use the VSL for data storage and couple over it. On the top of Fig. 1 the DS2OS store is shown that is used for globally exchanging data between sites such as μSs and their configurations.

VSL μSs offer data over a REST interface. The VSL access methods are get, set, subscribe and notify. When a μSI wants to read access data of a μS2, it executes “get /vsl/μS2/value23”.

Conceptually our ML solution could also be implemented using plain text files for the configurations and plain web-service REST access, e.g., via an HTTP GET. However, by covering all aspects of μS coupling, composition, and data exchange and management, the VSL strongly supports our goal to offer ML as a reusable and easy-to-use μSs (C.4) and is therefore used.

Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture. Its key concept is a full separation of the ML μS (1) that implements a ML algorithm, and its configuration (2). The ML μS executable can be used by multiple μSs (3) (C.4) as it is stateless and only customized to the requirements of each μS (3) via the configuration. By having the configurations available in a configuration pool (2), μSs can easily invoke the ML μSs with a certain existing configuration, enabling the sharing of configurations among μSs (C.4).

For the configurations we use all parameters (hyperparameters and parameters) that are characteristic for the ML algorithm implemented in the ML μS (Sec. III). Developers can fully customize an algorithm simply by changing the configuration parameters (C.1).

We use the VSL key-value pairs to represent the configurations (ML Config). The VSL context models allow setting standard values for all parameters. That enables developers to configure only those parameters they want to change. For a concrete ML Config (2), a developer can simply set the VSL addresses of the nodes the ML μS should use as input and output data.

**Listing 1.** A VSL context model representing a ML Config.

```
<MLConf42 type="FFNNConfig">
  <InputDataAddresses>
    <node>/vsl/agent23/svc4/sensor1/motion</node>
  </InputDataAddresses>
  <OutputDataAddresses>
    <node>/vsl/agent42/svc375/sensor123/motion</node>
  </OutputDataAddresses>
  <node>presenceDetected</node>
</MLConf42>
```

Listing 2 shows the entire Java code of a VSL service that invokes of a ML μS with the configuration stored at the
VSL address vsl/path/MLConf42. After being configured the ML µS (1) subscribes to the defined input VSL data nodes (lines 3-5 in listing [1]). On input node change, the ML µS gets notified, computes its output, and stores it in the VSL output node(s). All µS with VSL access to this value can consecutively use the new data. They can subscribe to the node vsl/agent42MLs/presenceDetected and fetch the output once being notified of its availability.

The configuration is passed from the µS (3) to the ML µS (1) with line 5 of the Java code shown in listing [2]. As can be seen from the listings [1] and [2] in combination with the mechanisms provided by the VSL our approach simplifies the use of ML within a µS significantly (<C3>).

Following our µS oriented approach we also factorize the learning out of the ML µS. See ML µS (1) and Trainer µS (4) in Fig. [1]. The ML µS implements the ML algorithm. It is stateless. All state is stored in the configuration in the VSL (ML Config, 2), and dynamically loaded when the corresponding ML functionality is requested.

The Trainer µS (4) implements the functionality to train the ANN offered by the ML µS (1). Training data (5) is handed over to the Trainer µS (4) by other µSs (5). The Trainer sends the training data to the stateless ML µS (1), It evaluates the output of the ml µS, and updates the corresponding parameters in the ML Config (2) accordingly (Sec. III-B).

These are all steps necessary for training the ANN in the ML µS (1). The training results in a new ML Config (2). It matches the needs of the calling µS (3). It contains all state (hyperparameters, parameters) specializing the ML µS (1).

Separating ML µS (1) and Trainer (4) makes sense as both offer different functionality. Depending on the ANN it could make sense to offer different trainers or even combining training approaches. Our approach facilitates both.

Having both services stateless fits as the specialization comes via the µSs using the ANN functionality (3) and not out of the ANNs themselves. Such specialization happens either by configuring the hyperparameters identified in Sec. III building upon existing configurations, or using the default values. The resulting configuration are directly usable by other services.

The possibility to work with few parameters, and having explanations facilitate the work for both, ML novices and experts (<C3>). For the latter the handling of the ML libraries becomes significantly more efficient (Sec. V). The reduction of the configuration to few parameters enables an explorative configuration of ANNs by iteratively changing parameters and evaluating the result (Sec. V-D, <C3b>).

The VSL provides full location transparency. This allows to deploy the ML µS on any computing node within an IoT system. It can thereby run in the cloud or at the edge (<C2>). Cross-site sharing of ML Configs happens over the DS2OS store. See Fig. [1] on top.

V. Evaluation

We implemented the ML and training µSs for FFNN, DBN, and RNN using the Google TensorFlow Python library. As TensorFlow implements all three ANNs, for all evaluations we use the same ML µS with different configurations.

We provide a default configuration for each ANN (Sec. IV). Consequently developers only have to specify the parameters they want to change from the default.

Our ML µS is stateless. It has to reload its parameters each time it is called. We expect additional latency. Therefore we compare the performance of directly calling the TensorFlow library and our ML as a Service (MLaaS) approach.

For being able to compare the three algorithms, and to enable comparison with other works, we use a common benchmarking for ML algorithms: the classification of handwritten digits using the MNIST data set digits [17].

Regarding usability we compare the implementation duration, and the lines of code using the standard library and our approach. Finally we show how our configurations can help tuning the hyperparameters of an ANN iteratively.

A. Runtime Performance

![Fig. 2. Performance comparison in s between directly using the TensorFlow library and our proposed ML as a Service (MLaaS) for all three algorithms.](http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist)
For the RNN the plot shows a faster runtime for our implementation. The reason is unclear to us. It could be that resetting and restoring the RNN may actually be faster than the library’s internal processes.

B. Learning Performance

The processing steps of the Tensorflow library are significantly longer for learning than for classification. When comparing our learning as a service approach with the direct invocation of the library the relative difference can be neglected. This is not surprising as our approach only adds a constant overhead per library invocation.

C. Implementation Performance

For assessing the usability we did a cognitive walkthrough by implementing the digit recognition task used as benchmark before. As before we did so by directly linking the TensorFlow library and using its API, and with our as-a-service solution. Table I compares the implementation times and the resulting Lines of Code (LoC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Bare Lib</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFNN</td>
<td>impl.</td>
<td>5min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN</td>
<td>setup</td>
<td>2min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>impl.</td>
<td>8min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>setup</td>
<td>3min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>impl.</td>
<td>10min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>setup</td>
<td>5min</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our approach significantly reduces the development times for the implementation and the setup for each of the ANNs. The identical numbers on the right side reflect that our structured approach with default values helps unifying the complexity of using any of the ML algorithms.

The listed time for using the bare library is the time we needed when exactly knowing what to implement. In a realistic setting this knowledge is not available. In such cases the differences can be expected to be significantly higher.

For additional validation we implemented the identified IoT scenarios (Sec. III) with our approach in less than 1h each.

D. Explorative Configuration Finding

Our configuration files list the parameters of an ANN algorithm (Sec. III). Any library specific API calls etc. are removed by this abstraction. The structure of the configuration files (listing I) and the default parameters allow playing around with different hyperparameters easily. Even playing with the hyperparameters by combining different training methods becomes possible. Even without having an interactive GUI like the one provided by WEKA, developers can easily experiment with the hyperparameters and assess their classification results. A GUI could be added as another µS to our solution.

Fig. 3 shows the training of the digit recognition scenario. The x-axis shows the training iterations. The y-axis shows the validation loss that is ideally zero (Sec. III). The lowest curve shows the optimal configuration with a loss of 0.09. The other curves show how the changing of the learning hyperparameters changes the digit recognition quality:

- 0) default values; high error value and a high oscillation, which is caused by a high learning rate,
- 1) decrease of the mini-batch size and the learning rate, weights are initialized randomly; error on the validation set decreases fast,
- 2) number of hidden units, and the training epochs are increased, and the learning rate is decreased,
- 3) changes of activation function,
- 4) decrease of learning rate,
- 5) change of cost function; good error value.

By providing parameter annotations in the configurations we expect developers to achieve a fast convergence as shown in Fig. 3. The unified configuration files also lay the base towards fully automated configuration parameter refinement.

VI. CONCLUSION

We showed how ML implementations can be modularized to facilitate and speed-up the implementation of ML functionality in services. Our solution enables implementing complex use cases with a service oriented mashup of µSs [10], [13].

We implemented ML algorithms as stateless µSs containing the ML algorithm, and an external configuration that specializes the generic ML service for needs of an application. We showed how the training can be encapsulated in external µSs.

Our evaluation showed that via the structured and annotated configuration files, and automatically provided default parameters the configuration of an ANN becomes very fast and the lines of code get significantly reduced.

We showed that the solution adds latency since the configurations have to be loaded on each call of the ML µS. For many IoT use cases such a delay is not relevant. However, we are working on reducing it and proposed caching therefore.

Our proposed vendor- and developer-comprehensive sharing and exchange of configurations facilitates and speeds-up the adding of ML to service implementations again. It matches the intended service-oriented design.

By simplifying the use of ML significantly we hope to enable more developers to make use of ML.
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